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The Great Gatsby
by F. Scott Fitzgerald

Worksheet: New York Tourism Review 

Tourism Review 

Savvy travelers research what to see and do at their destination before their adventure begins. Imagine it’s 1922, 
and you just got back from a vacation in New York. You’ve been to West Egg and East Egg. And you spent time 
in the city, stopping for gas and lunch in the valley of ashes. Now you want to help others who are planning a 
trip to New York and are looking for honest reviews.  
 The following is a particularly interesting review on TripReviser. Respond to the review of West Egg with 
one of your own. You can agree or disagree with the review, but remember to keep your comments appropriate 
and civil. If you’d rather, you can write a review for one of the other places you traveled to in New York. 

  A. Nonymous (5 reviews)
 Chicago

If you’re visiting West Egg, bring your swimsuit and your best party clothes. There isn’t much to do in the village, 
but this is THE place to go for parties. And when I say parties, I mean Gatsby’s parties. On my first day in town, 
people everywhere were gossiping about a guy named Gatsby—Gatsby this, Gatsby that. This guy is legendary, 
but does anyone really know him? The stories I heard were outrageous. I can’t imagine any of them were true. So, 
I asked some people about him. They said I had to see for myself and that I should go to his party that night—no 
invitation needed. Just show up! So I did.

Let me tell you, I’ve never gone to such an extravagant, wild event! Gatsby’s mansion is huge, and he has a pool 
and speedboats. There was a full orchestra, and people danced all night. There were tables piled high with all 
kinds of food. People were just doing whatever they wanted. It was crazy! I never did get to meet Gatsby himself, 
but I had a great time! Although my hotel and taxi were pricey, I recommend West Egg, even if the only thing 
you do is go to Gatsby’s parties.

 “one of the strangest communities in North America”

TripReviser

Reviewed Summer 1922

Was this review helpful? a Yes   a No 
 
Activities
Cleanliness
Hospitality
Excitement
Budget-Friendly


